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From the Director

At Forest Improvement and Research Management (FIRM) branch, we know
that the work that we do is important to a wide range of stakeholders. In this
brief, informal publication we share a few highlights from 2017. We are not
aiming for a comprehensive review of branch operations - but rather a few
highlights from each section that may interest our customers and colleagues.
FIRM is structured into six sections with the following key functions:
1. Orchards – Produce improved seed for reforestation in BC
2. Research Management and Contract Services – Coordinate the
ministry’s provincial forest research program and provide contract
services for the Office of the Chief Forester (OCF) and Resource
Stewardship Divisions (RSD)
3. Tree Seed Center – Process, store, and distribute the tree seed used
for reforestation of all Crown lands in BC
4. Forest Genetics – Conduct forest genetics research and tree breeding
5. Policy and Planning – Manage the policy framework for BC’s forest
tree genetic resources
6. Business Operations – Provide a wide range of administrative support
for FIRM branch
In 2017, a combination of retirements, recruitments, and reorganizations
resulted in considerable staffing change. In July the Chief Forester assigned to
the branch responsibility for the management and coordination of the
ministry’s forest research program. Keith Thomas joined the branch in
September to lead this effort. Working closely with the Deputy Chief Forester,
Keith has made considerable progress on this important and challenging file.
Also in 2017, the branch assumed responsibility for providing contract/
procurement services to both OCF and RSD. Bridget Brohman, Deanna Foster
and Kelly Michelsen transferred to FIRM from RSD and are continuing to
provide their superb level of service.
In July, the branch was renamed from Tree Improvement Branch to FIRM to
reflect our new mandate for the coordination of the provincial research
program and to convey the forest-level impact of our activities. Fans of John
Grisham and Tom Cruise were delighted.
In October, the branch and CSNR (Corporate Services for the Natural Resource
Sector) reached agreement on a revision to the roles and responsibilities of
the management of FIRM facilities. FIRM will now take on a larger role in the
maintenance and improvement of our sites. As part of the new arrangement,
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Andrew Coster transferred from CSNR to FIRM to continue to
support site management at the Cowichan Lake Research
Station.
Shane Berg was appointed Deputy Chief Forester and the
Executive Director to whom FIRM reports. Shane, who has a
background in silviculture, is a strong supporter of tree
improvement and has actively promoted the revitalization of
the ministry’s research program. We are fortunate to have
such an engaged champion.
Several branch members retired in 2017, including Lisa
Meyer, Hilary Graham, Rita Wagner, Lee Cruickshanks, and
Chang-Yi Xie. And in 2017 we successfully recruited many
talented individuals including Kat Spencer, Haley Walsh, and
Tim Cardinal at the Orchards; Sabina Donnelly, Jong Leong,
Miriam Isaac-Renton, and Marie Vance in Forest Genetics;
and Katelyn Dick, David Hansen, Victoria Lei, Mike
McDougall, and Johanna Walker at the Tree Seed Center.
In the fall, we were saddened by the passing of Dr. Mike
Carlson, a true legend in the forest genetics community. In
July, Kalamalka staff hosted an event with Mike and his
family, friends and colleagues to open the new Mike Carlson
Demonstration Garden at the Kalamalka Research Station.
Flooding, drought and fire affected branch operations in the
spring and summer of 2017. Sandbagging and flood
monitoring was required at Skimikin orchard. Prolonged
drought stressed both orchard trees and seedlings in new
progeny tests. Fire affected air quality at our ThompsonOkanagan work sites and resulted in damage to some field
trials.
The branch was in good shape financially in 2017. FIRM
obtains its funding from several sources (base, Land Based
Investment Strategy (LBIS), seed sales, and other recoveries).
In 2017, our base budget was steady and we received $2.5M
from LBIS. Seed yields from the orchards were low in 2017,
however, seed sales from our inventory, and revenue from
cone services, were strong. Other recoveries (including
research grants and salary support from SelectSeed) were
steady.
High performance levels and good quality execution are
hallmarks of the branch. FIRM operates on an annual
business cycle that runs from April 1 to March 31. Key work
goals for the year are set out in the annual business plan. This
year’s plan lists a large and ambitious program of work
summarized in 62 specific goals. At the mid-year progress
review in September, 73% of the goals were on-track to be
fully achieved as planned. In several areas (such as the
release of the Climate Based Seed Transfer Tool (CBST), we

were ahead of schedule. For 23% (14 of 62) of the goals,
the status was mixed. In these areas, projects/activities
were either somewhat behind schedule or achievement
to-date was less than planned. For 5% (2 of 62) of the
goals, we were significantly off track. Notable challenges
for the branch in 2017 included completing a revision to
the fee schedule; reinvesting in our facilities, equipment
and infrastructure; and managing succession.
Looking ahead to 2018, I see more change, more
challenge, and more opportunity. Key retirements are
expected in the coming year so we will need to continue
our focus on recruitment and training. A substantial
increase in reforestation is expected in the areas impacted
by the 2017 wildfires, with many implications for FIRM.
With the CBST tool now widely available, we will become
more deeply involved in impact assessments, the
development of policy options, and the re-design of
orchards. And we will try to capitalize on opportunities
that we see in greater coordination between our genetics
and orchards sections; and making more advanced use of
business data to inform our management.
Regardless of what 2018 may bring, we in FIRM will
continue to strive for excellence in the delivery of our key
services, operate as a well-organized team, and provide a
healthy work environment.
I hope you enjoy the brief, informal articles in our first
Year in Review publication.
Patrick Martin
Director, FIRM

Mike and Barry at the dedication of the Mike Carlson
Demonstration Garden, Kalamalka Forestry Centre
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Seed Production

During 2017 we welcomed three great new members
to our team: Chris Halldorson, Seed Orchard Manager
at Saanich; Kat Spencer, Seed Orchard Manager at
Skimikin; and Haley Walsh, Seed Orchard Technician at
Kalamalka-Reservoir.
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Most cone crop volumes were low as forecasted,
following a generally heavy crop last year. Yields of
seed will be low due to an increase in insect losses and
reduced yields due to heat stress. Thanks goes out to all
staff who’ve worked well together in a challenging year
and came up with new and better management ideas.
We have collected 300 HL of cones, yielding 90 kg of
seed to produce 14 million seedlings, valued at
$740,000.
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At Kalamalka and Bailey, the light crop year provided an
opportunity to learn and experiment with different
aspects of cone collection and orchard management.
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More was learned about managing light crops that
follow a heavy crop occurring during the previous year.
Many conifer species exhibit a phenomenon where, after several normal cone production seasons, they will produce a very
large cone crop in a ‘mast’ year. Generally, very light cone crops will follow a mast production season.

Larger pest populations build up during a heavy crop year. These populations will attack the relatively small number of cones
in the following year’s light crop, often infesting most/all of them. Even with the applications of insecticides registered for
use on the crop, losses to insects still will be high. It is often better to leave the small crops unsprayed and unharvested,
allowing the beneficial insect populations also to build up. This buildup of natural enemies can strongly benefit the following
year’s crop, both by reducing the numbers of pests that overwinter and by being present themselves in the crop during the
following season.
In addition we will revisit the practice of completing cone induction (GA) every year in
Douglas-fir and spruce. This year cone induction efforts didn’t work well and pest
problems arose while imposing the additional stress of GA on the trees. Past practice
has always been to induce a crop every year, to collect some seed the following year.
Sometimes just walking away from light crops is the best decision.

Cone sacks at Bailey Seed Orchard

In addition to insects, unexpected weather was a large factor with crops at Saanich.
The year began with a good crop forecast but as the season progressed, an
unexpectedly long, cold and wet spring was followed by a hot, dry summer. A high
abortion rate in Douglas-fir was observed. In addition, high rates of insect damage
were observed, and despite the use of pesticides, it wasn’t a good year for western
redcedar. On the other hand, white pine, red alder and western hemlock all produced
expected crops, with red alder exceeding expectations by producing the largest crop
to date.
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Newly planted yellow cypress at Saanich Seed Orchard
Additionally, the first crop of yellow cypress cuttings was
harvested. The hedge orchard is in the process of being
transferred from Cowichan Lake Research Station, with
over 2500 trees added to the existing 3500 trees moved to
Saanich in the spring of 2016.
In Prince George the three lodgepole pine orchards were
collected on contract. This reduced cone collection costs
with both 2016 and 2017 crops picked together. The
percentage of non-serotinous cones from the 2016 portion
was much lower than expected, therefore our total crop
volume was higher than originally estimated; especially for
these orchards that are getting relatively old and have
spacing that isn’t adequate for their age, height and size.
An estimated 65 HL turned in to a final harvest of 94 HL; a
bumper crop overall considering the age and density of
these orchards and their down trend in volume. We may
look at collecting both 2018 and 2019 crops together again
in the hopes of continuing to increase efficiency and reduce
costs.
At Skimikin, we experimented with the timing of cone
collection this year by collecting in late September into
December, while we usually are finished collection by the
end of August. Results will allow us to see if collection
timing decreased seed yields or has any impact on
germination. These factors are also being tested by
collecting half of lodgepole pine 349 in December and half
in the spring of 2018. Luckily, our staff doesn’t mind picking
in the cooler weather (see photo to right)!

The results from this experiment may provide insight into
more flexible harvest timings for lodgepole pine to facilitate
operational constraints.
Given the light crops and lessons learned this year, we
expect to collect a higher than average volume next year
with continuous improvement in mind when it comes to
the different aspects of cone collection and orchard
management techniques.
Stephen Joyce
Manager, Seed Production

George Zorn picking cones at
Skimikin Seed Orchard in December
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Research Management and Contract Services

Contract Services
We are recent additions to the Office of the
Chief Forester Division and FIRM Branch after
having resided in Resource Stewardship
Division for the past four years. Although the
reporting structure has changed, we are still
managing contract administration for all
branches within both divisions and our email
address is still the same.

Research Management
FIRM branch provides the management, coordination and support
functions that are required to sustain a strong research program
within the ministry. The ministry’s scientists and research
technicians are embedded in various organization units
throughout the ministry. The Chief Forester is the executive lead
of the ministry’s research program. FIRM branch develops
strategic and annual business plans and manages the research
program budget. Communication, liaison, research site
protection, data management, and many other important
functions are provided by FIRM.

Our goal is to provide you with the most
efficient procurement experience possible by
informing you of best practices, as well as
current ministry and core procurement policy
so as to reduce your risk and meet your
deadlines.

Although we are just getting this function up and running,
highlights from 2017 include:
• The development of a research program strategic plan
• Recruitment (underway) of a full-time research management
lead
• Repatriation of responsibility for the management of the
research site GIS layer and EP data
• Initiating the annual work planning for 2018/19
• Submission of applications for two MITAC research fellowship
positions
• Obtaining additional research program funding from RWG
• Assessment of gaps in research scientist coverage as part of
succession planning for the research program

We have more than 21 years of contract
management experience among us, combined
with a strong service/client-centric focus. We
have a sound understanding of all the branch’s
business and work closely with one another to
provide continuity of service and a
standardised, seamless procurement process.
We are here to help you look after your
contract from beginning to end including
working with CSNR to set up your contract
correctly in the Corporate Accounting System
to ensuring it is managed and stored to meet
legal requirements. We are your one-stop shop
for contracting, so please contact us at
RSTEWDCR@gov.bc.ca with your procurement
needs.

Keith Thomas
Director, Operations

Keith

Bridget

Kelly

Deanna
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Tree Seed Centre

What We Do at the Tree Seed Centre
The Tree Seed Centre is located on 4.5 hectares of ALR in
South Surrey. The facility measures 3,623 square meters
and is comprised of offices, cone pre-conditioning areas,
cone and seed processing and distribution areas, seed
laboratory, coolers and long-term freezer storage vaults.
The facilities, site and variety of standard and specialized
equipment are supported by a system of daily checks and
inspections, building sciences reviews, backup power
generators, process and environmental control systems
and security systems to ensure the maintenance of seed
for our future forests. A wide variety of highly specialized
services are provided to a large and diverse group of
clients including forest licensees, FLNR, seed orchards,
forest nurseries, cone collectors, tree seed dealers, First
Nations, researchers educators and the public. Quality
assured cone and seed stewardship services are provided

as follows: registration; cone and seed processing; seed
testing; seed storage and inventory management; information
management; financial and administrative options; and
research, extension and method improvement.
We’re Turning 60!
Ten years ago when we reached the 50 year mark, it was a
time to celebrate the milestone and to more formally
acknowledge and thank the contribution of others, in and
outside government and across a variety of disciplines:
leadership, seed science & technology, cone & seed services,
client support, engineering & infrastructure, information
management & technology. We also hosted a Seed Use
Efficiency meeting. In 2018 the Tree Seed Centre will celebrate
its 60th Anniversary and hopes to include similar events. It
takes a village!

Spencer, Laura, Marilyn (hiding), Katelyn, Kyle, David, Diana, Johanna, Heather, Dave, Mike, Laura, Nancy, Ross, and Victoria.

Staff Changes
The past two years have brought about significant staffing changes at the TSC. For our 13 full-time positions, 7 staff moved
on for a number of reasons including retirement, new career opportunities and major household moves to New Zealand and
Australia. For our part-time employees a 50% staff turnover occurred. In addition to these changes, one telework agreement
was initiated in our Financial and Administrative business area. We’ve survived thanks to an experienced and dedicated
group of longer-term employees and some great new recruits. The Succession Plan we initiated in 2009 and implemented by
2015 included changes in our organizational structure, reporting relationships and improvements to internal promotional
opportunities and this, to some degree, has helped reduce the pain during this period of enormous transformation.
Heather Rooke
Manager, Tree Seed Center
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Forest Genetics

This year was turbulent and tumultuous for our section. After
many lively and heated discussions about budgets and
reductions and re-allocations, our spring/summer work got
underway made easier by the bulk contract and travel plan
approvals. Then the news hit: our section manager (Shane
Ford) decided to head for greener pastures for a little while,
but I am sure he’ll be back because he misses us…
Summer was also busy with a few hiring competitions that led
to successful hirings. We hired Marie Vance as the new
breeder stationed in Vernon (starting Jan 2018). Jong Leong,
who started in September, is the new data manager, trying to
make sure that our test sites are all properly mapped and the
numerical data housed in a safe and accessible way. Good luck
to both.
Early this summer, the Forest Genetics section was well
represented at the bi-annual Canadian Tree Improvement
Association (CFGA) meeting in Edmonton. Ward Strong was an
invited plenary speaker and there were four of us in
attendance, giving various contributed papers. At the White
Bark Pine meeting in Jasper, again Ward, Charlie Cartwright,
Sarah Leroux and John King (retiree) were in attendance and
contributed to the meeting. Amazingly, despite his many trips
to Alberta, Ward et al. finished the 4th year of controlledclimate screening for white pine blister rust and made the 1st
selections of rust-resistant parent trees which were grafted
and are now growing nicely.
A big kudo must go everybody in the section for contributing
to the newly adopted climate-based seed transfer rules that
were approved and signed off by the Chief Forester. Greg
O’Neill is our fearless, but tenacious leader in this complicated
endeavor. To be sure, a lot more work and fine tuning is still
on the horizon…. Stay tuned.

The genomics (funded by Genome Canada) project with
western red cedar under the leadership of John Russell
completed its first year. Over 4000 trees are being
genotyped and phenotyped with the goal of using DNA
techniques to early screen young seedlings for a trait
that is only visible after about 40 years (heartwood rot)
in the forest. Work in wood quality assessment in
coastal Douglas-fir is on-going, partially funded through
a co-operative project with the Canadian Forest Service.
Our bread and butter activities, breeding, testing and
selection, are on-going in other species with the goal to
identify parent trees that are well adapted to new
climates and retain their high productivity through
resilience and superior performance in key traits.
No doubt, the scientific and social highlight of the year
was the section meeting at CLRS with Matias Kirst, from
the University of Florida as invited guest speaker, giving
two presentations.
On a more personal note, Keith Bird completed 500 km
on the Pacific Crest Trail in northern California/Nevada,
for a total of 900 km over the last two years. Katie
Lemire, our grower at Cowichan Lake had a baby boy,
Odin.…. Congrats to both or better all three. On a very
sad note, we had to say good bye forever to our
colleague and friend Mike Carlson who passed away as a
result of ALS. The Celebration of Life in his honour was
very well attended and the organization team from
Kalamalka came together like a family in true Kalfashion and prepared a very fitting and emotional
celebration for Mike and his family. Let it RIP Mike, you
set new standards!
Michael Stoehr
A/Manager, Forest Genetics

John with a fish story

Barry, Jarrett, Karen, Ayla, Bonnie, Nancy, Trevor, Val, Tekarra
at the completion of the larch lift in November

Kyle and Barry making lunch
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Climate Based Seed Transfer is now available
to support resiliency and climate change adaptation
in British Columbia’s forests

Fall 2017 marked a milestone in the Climate Based Seed Transfer (CBST) project with the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD), Office of the Chief Forester’s announcement [release] of the
opportunity for early adopters to proceed with CBST.
Introduction of CBST, with assisted migration, is the first step towards revising seed transfer limits in the Chief Foresters’
Standards for Seed Use and ensuring the selection of seed and seedlings used in reforestation, forest carbon sequestration,
and wildfire forest recovery is suitable for our changing climate.

There were three factors that made early implementation of CBST possible:

1

CBST Science
CBST science foundational work is robust having reached a level of
completion that has included extensive scientific and technical review,
testing, and publication.

For more information, see our
Climate Based Seed Transfer
website, where you’ll find links
to resources such as:
• Technical Report: “A

2
3

CBST Tools
The CBST Seedlot Selection Tool, initially developed to test the science
and assess impacts, has been made available to support seed users in the
identification of climatically suitable seed sources (seedlots) when
ordering 2018 seedling requests and/or for consideration in Spring and
Summer 2018 planting.

CBST Policy Development, Collaboration and Engagement
Together, the CBST Policy Working Group and Stakeholder Advisory
Group have been working closely to develop an incremental and phased
approach that meets the needs of both seed producers and users. This
approach ensures all aspects of the CBST science, policy and decision
support framework are iterative, and follow adaptive policy principles.

Proposed Climate-based seed
Transfer System for British
Columbia, 2017, Province of
British Columbia, Technical
Report 099”

• Webinar providing training on

the use of the CBST Seedlot
Selection Tool

• Recommended Processes and

CBST Alternative Request
Form

What’s on the horizon?
Enhancements to the Seed Planning and Registry (SPAR) system are currently underway to move the functionality of the CBST
Seedlot Selection Tool into the BC Natural Resource Sector Web Application and Common Web Mapping platform.
Amendments to the Chief Forester’s Standards for Seed Use are planned for April, 2018, to come into effect in time for the
start (August, 2018) of the 2019 seedling request season. It is anticipated that the Standards will continue to offer flexibility
and in the uptake of either existing seed transfer standards or those described under CBST. Further stakeholder engagement is
planned over the next few months, including assessment of CBST impacts, opportunities and gaps.
Margot Spence
Tree Seed Policy Officer
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Some features of the new CBST Seedlot Selection
Tool:

CBST Seedlot Selection Tool: “I Have a Seedlot”
CBST Area of Use (orange and purple areas); with Area of Use
(dark red hatched area) as defined under current standards.

CBST Seedlot Selection Tool: “I Have a Seedlot”
CBST Area of Use (orange and purple areas); with the BEC
identify feature.

CBST Seedlot Selection Tool: “I Have a Seedlot”
Use this feature to determine where to procure
your seed.

CBST Seedlot Selection Tool: “I Have a Cutblock”
Use this feature to determine where to deploy
your seed.
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Business Operations

Sometimes in these Year in Review documents the finance
and administration positions are glossed over or given one
line to acknowledge their existence. Well not this year!!!!
There has been a strong movement afoot to not only
recognize the work done by this group, but to strengthen the
cohesion and cooperation among the administrative unit
members; and the unit with all aspects of Branch functions.
The unit came together in April with a vision to help bring
greater consistency in administrative functions within the
Branch; while still allowing a level of autonomy to allow for
differences between locations. There have been great
strides in numerous areas this year and I would like to focus
on three that have really helped the Branch and its
employees this year.
First, the finance and budget functions of our business with
budget tracking, an increased focus on updating the Seed
Pricing information and work across the Branch toward a
new Fee Issue Paper to review pricing for seeds and fees.
There has been a greater focus on developing tracking
systems internally to help provide more up to date
information beyond what can be provided by CSNR. Special
thanks to Pam Luebker, Tanisha Hett and Stephanie Gillis for
ensuring our internal tracking of information is up to date
and accurate. We were sad to see Ruslan Yarullin be moved
to help other Branches with their financial budgeting
assistance this year, but have been impressed with the hard
work and dedication provided by our new financial analyst
Mandy Zhang who is providing great financial support.
Second, the work being done with records management.
Although we are nowhere near completely caught up we
have made great strides this year in getting many files
classified and into TRM - the electronic records system. With
focus on the seed production section this year we were able
to classify and record into TRM over 300 boxes of filing from
across the seed production section. As well, we have started
a new LAN drive with TRM classifications embedded in the
system to provide better “up front” usage of TRM
classifications. This is being phased in slowly with a focus on
safety records to start and with two locations in the seed
production sections to pilot the system. As we work out
some of the kinks we hope to expand to other areas of the

Branch over the next year. Thanks to everyone in the Unit
for working on records management; which is important
but often can be overshadowed by other requirements.
Thirdly, the focus on providing stellar human resource and
payroll assistance across the Branch. Great work has been
done this year by Alana Phillips and Diana Thornton to
ensure that there has been a more streamlined and
consistent approach and special attention has been placed
on auxiliary management assistance this year. Both have
also been providing guidance and recommendations
regarding scheduling as we move forward in an ever
changing Branch to ensure that we have the right people
working the right schedules to ensure that the Branch’s
work is being completed effectively and efficiently. With
around 400 tickets sent to MyHR this year, they’ve been
kept very busy!
A special nod of appreciation to Kathy Theobald at the
Cowichan Lake Research Station for the exceptional job she
is doing. Not only has she provided ongoing positive
assistance with financial and administrative assistance to
our increased regular and auxiliary staff there but she also
oversees the booking and ongoing coordination of the
Cowichan Lake Research Station Conference Centre.
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/sportsculture/recreation/facilities/cowichan-lake-researchstation. This is another quietly managed part of the Branch
that sometimes does not get recognized and many of our
new staff may not even know about.
In closing, this has been a great year for the Business
Operations Unit, doing an excellent job helping keep the
Branch running smoothly. With expansion, retirements,
new staff, and new directions it is critical that the business
operations help support everyone in the Branch to be able
to do their work effectively. If we succeeded in that, then
there is little doubt we helped to protect our planet in
2017!
Darrell Wood
Manager, Business Operations

